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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

BOSCH SELECTS MIRTEC AS ITS
EXCLUSIVE AOI PARTNER FOR THE NEXT FIVE YEARS
MARCH 2013 — MIRTEC, the Global Leader in Inspection Technology, announces that it has been chosen as
th
the exclusive AOI partner for Bosch for the next five years. The agreement was signed on 20 March 2013. As
part of the multi-million dollar agreement, Bosch gave MIRTEC an exclusive supplier contract for multiple MV-9
2D/3D AOI systems.
“We are very pleased to enter this new partnership with
MIRTEC in the field of automated optical inspection. The
combination of 2D/3D technology will help us to further
develop our high-quality standards for the future. With MIRTEC,
we have a strong and dedicated partner who shares many of
our values and understandings,” said Dr. Markus Jung, Ph.D.,
Corporate Lead Buyer for machinery and equipment of the
Bosch Group.
MIRTEC was selected from a large number of competitors
from around the globe. The evaluation process was
exceedingly detailed and included a full company audit for all
of MIRTEC’s procedures. In the end, MIRTEC’s technology,
philosophy and business practices were those selected by
Bosch.
MIRTEC President Chanwha Pak (left) and
Markus Jung, Ph.D., the Bosch Group.

Both companies provide customers with the highest quality
products and services at competitive pricing and recognize that
customers are the source of future growth. As a result, both strive for strong, reliable and long-term partnerships
based on trust and respect.
“This is a great honor for MIRTEC because we recognize, the same as the industry does, that Bosch is one of
the most thorough of customers when looking for the latest technologies. As a premier manufacturer with the
highest standard, their requirement was to get best inspection technology for their demand, supported by a truly
global infrastructure and excellent company procedures,” said MIRTEC Europe President David Bennett.
The all new MV-9 2D/3D In-Line AOI system is configured with MIRTEC’s revolutionary OMNI-VISION® 2D/3D
Inspection Technology that combines MIRTEC’s exclusive 15 Mega Pixel 2D ISIS Vision System with a
proprietary 3D Digital Multi-Frequency Moiré System to provide precision inspection of SMT devices on finished
PCB assemblies. MIRTEC’s technologically advanced Six Phase Lighting System uses multi-color LEDs to
illuminate inspection areas from six different angles providing superior solder joint characterization and coplanarity inspection of leads on gull-wing devices. Additionally, MIRTEC’s revolutionary Digital Multi Frequency
Quad Moiré Technology, provides true 3D inspection of SMT devices on finished PCB assemblies using a total

of four (4) Moiré Inspection Probes. Fully configured, the new MIRTEC MV-9 machines also feature four 10
Mega Pixel Side-View Cameras in addition to the 15 Mega Pixel Top-Down Camera.
###
About MIRTEC
MIRTEC is a leading global supplier of Automated Optical Inspection Systems to the Electronics Manufacturing
Industry. For further information, visit www.mirtec.com.
About the Bosch Group
The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services, active in the fields of automotive
technology, energy and building technology, industrial technology, and consumer goods. According to
preliminary figures, more than 306,000 associates generated sales of 52.3 billion euros in 2012.
Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com and www.bosch-press.com.

